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AN ACT concerning the installation of crossing control arms on school1
buses and supplementing P.L.1965, c.119 (C.39:3B-1 et seq.).2

3
BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the State4

of New Jersey:5
6

1.  Every school bus used to transport pupils pursuant to7
N.J.S.18A:39-1 et seq. shall be equipped with a crossing control arm8
at the right front corner of the bus.  The arm shall open and extend out9
from the front of the bus at least 5 1/2 feet each time the bus door is10
opened.  The use of the crossing control arm shall not be required on11
school bus routes where no pupil need cross a street prior to boarding12
or upon leaving the bus.13

14
2.  The State Board of Education shall adopt rules and regulations15

pursuant to the "Administrative Procedure Act," P.L.1968, c.41016
(C.52:14B-1 et seq.) necessary to effectuate the purposes of this act.17

18
3.  This act shall take effect immediately but section 1 shall only19

apply to school buses with a chassis manufacture date on or after the20
first day of the sixth month following the enactment of this act.21

22
23

STATEMENT24
25

This bill requires the installation of a crossing control arm on all26
school buses with a chassis manufacture date on or after the first day27
of the sixth month following enactment.  The bill provides, however,28
that the use of the crossing control arm will not be required on school29
bus routes where no pupil need cross a street prior to boarding or30
upon leaving the bus.31

A crossing control arm is a safety device which is attached to the32
right front corner of a school bus.  Each time the bus door is opened,33
the arm extends outward from the front of the bus.  Its purpose is to34
prevent children who must cross the street after exiting the bus from35
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walking too close to the front where the driver may be unable to see1
them.2

3
4

                             5
6

Requires the installation of crossing control arms on public school7
buses.8


